
The L4 G11 MounT wiTh horn inTerface and wiLcox one-hoLe hMi - ach (56100G19-B) 
(Stowed PoSition)

FEATURES PART NUMBERS

n non-Breakaway design Prevents the Mount 
 from Breaking away under Stress conditions

n  each Mechanical adjustment is durable and  
 ergonomically Positioned for easy one-
 handed operation while handling a weapon

n Stow Mechanism Provides “force to 
 overcome” Locking in the operational and 
 Stowed Positions

n Maintains a Very Low Profile Stance on the 
 helmet

n a built-in auto-off feature allows the goggle 
 to automatically turn off when stowed for 
 nVG devices so equipped

56100G19
L4 G11 non-Breakaway Mount 
with horn interface Shoe and 
wilcox one-hole hMi - ach/cVc

56100G20
L4 G11 non-Breakaway Mount 
with horn interface Shoe and 
wilcox one-hole hMi - PaSGT

28300G11
L4 G11 non-Breakaway Mount 
with horn interface Shoe only

56100G04
wilcox one-hole hMi - ach/cVc 
only

56100G10
wilcox one-hole hMi - PaSGT 
only

561000G34
wilcox Three-hole hMi - ach 
only

56100G09 Ballistic hardware Kit
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Wilcox’s l4 g11, g19, g20 and g34 non-breakaWay horn 
interface options

The Wilcox L4 G11 Non-Breakaway Mount with Horn Interface Shoe allows firm 
attachment of the AN/PVS-7B/D and AN/PVS-14 with currently fielded AN/PVS-
14 arm to a variety of combat helmets when attached to a Wilcox One-Hole 
HMI, Three-Hole HMI, or the standard Army shroud. This NVG mounting system 
prevents breakaway of the mount, therefore reducing risk of loss of the NVG.  
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1.	The arm pivot point allows the mount to “flip up” 
 to a stowed position or “flip down” to an 
 operational position. “force to overcome” 
 operation allows the operator to simply move the 
 mount by hand when the goggle is attached. This 
 pivot mechanism is simple and robust by design 
 and cannot loosen over time. 
 
2.	a Tilt angle adjustment Knob allows the operator 
 to fine adjust the tilt angle of the nVG.
 
3.	fore/aft release Buttons allow for fore/aft travel 
 of the goggle. depressing the buttons allows the 
 operator to set the fore/aft position of the 
 goggle. releasing the Buttons secures the goggle 
 in place. 
 
4. an elevation adjustment Lock Lever allows the 
 mount to be easily adjusted to the desired 
 vertical position. 
 
5. a standard horn interface allows for the   
 attachment of the night vision device. 
 
6. a horn release assit Button allows for release of 
 the nVG from the Mount.

7. an adjustment mechanism allows the operator to  
 tighten the horn interface of the goggle.

SPECIFICATIONS

dimensions (operational) 4.65” L x 2.58” w x 3.80” h

weight 0.40 lb (6.35 oz)

Material construction Lightweight, aerospace
Grade Metal 

 
accommodates nVG an/PVS-7B/d, an/PVS-14 

 
Vertical height adjustment <0.90” Total Travel

fore/aft Travel <1.6” Total Travel

Tilt to horizon <12º above, <5º Below

flip 110º

Wilcox’s l4 g11, g19, g20 and g34 non-breakaWay horn 
interface options
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